Optimal migration theory depends to a large extent on the range equation, that is, a function relating potential distance moved to fuel load. Such range equations derived from aerodynamic principles exist for birds. I derive an analogous range equation for animals that run based on biomechanical principles. The range for animals that run is Y∝ln(1+f), where f is the relative fuel load at departure and relates the mass at departure (m) to the lean mass (m 0 ) as m=(1+f) m 0 . Predictions pertaining to migration decisions, such as optimal stopover duration, fuel load and detours around barriers, can thereby be made for animals other than birds. I hope this paper will stimulate further experimental tests regarding migration decisions in suitable animal systems. 
Optimal migration theory depends to a large extent on the range equation, that is, a function relating potential distance moved to fuel load. Such range equations derived from aerodynamic principles exist for birds. I derive an analogous range equation for animals that run based on biomechanical principles. The range for animals that run is Y∝ln(1+f), where f is the relative fuel load at departure and relates the mass at departure (m) to the lean mass (m 0 ) as m=(1+f) m 0 . Predictions pertaining to migration decisions, such as optimal stopover duration, fuel load and detours around barriers, can thereby be made for animals other than birds. I hope this paper will stimulate further experimental tests regarding migration decisions in suitable animal systems. For birds, a theory of optimal migration strategies has been developed and serves as a tool for analysing and testing predictions about migratory behaviour (Alerstam & Hedenström 1998) . Within this theoretical framework, migrants' strategic decisions regarding optimal fuel loads, duration of stopovers, flight speed, optimal use of winds, etc., are predicted on the basis of appropriate currencies such as speed of migration, energy cost and predation risk. By such an optimality approach, one can derive a best policy for a certain currency and appropriate constraint assumptions. Comparison with behaviour and experimental manipulation of key factors affecting decisions allow an understanding of underlying selection pressures moulding avian migratory behaviours and patterns. Fundamental to many predictions concerning the migratory process is the range equation (Alerstam & Lindström 1990; Weber & Houston 1997) , which gives the potential flight distance as a function of the fuel load. For birds, this range equation is negatively accelerated and so the marginal value of extra fuel is a diminishing return function.
The same theory of optimal migration strategies should in principle also apply to migrating animals using modes of locomotion other than flight, provided that there is a range equation that is analogous to the range equation for flight. In this paper I derive a range equation for animal runners and use this result to point out some predictions that could be tested in animals using terrestrial locomotion.
MIGRATION USING TERRESTRIAL LOCOMOTION
Before embarking on the theoretical details of locomotion costs and migration range in animals moving by walking or running, it could be of interest to mention briefly some animal systems where the theory might be applicable and helpful at explaining migration strategies. Migrations are less conspicuous in terrestrial nonflying animals than in birds, probably because migration is less frequent and over shorter distances. However, for our purpose we want only to identify some examples of animals showing migration that is fuelled by stored energy, as fat, protein or food stored in the digestive tract.
Perhaps the most well-known migrating mammal is the caribou, Rangifer tarandus, with seasonal one-way migration distances of 1200-6000 km (Alerstam et al., in press; S. Couturier, personal communication). Seasonal variation in body fat reserves suggests that the migration is at least partly fuelled by stored energy (Huot 1989; Gerhart et al. 1996) . Ungulates of East African savannahs, most notably the wildebeest, Connochaetes taurinus, also perform seasonal migrations (Maddock 1979; McCullough 1985) , but whether these animals use stored fat or fuel their migration directly from feeding en route is little studied. Polar bears, Ursus maritimus, move long distances seasonally in the Arctic (e.g. Wiig 1995), and their movements are certainly fuelled by stored fat reserves (Pond et al. 1992) . Other examples of migration in large mammals are the Saiga antelope, Saiga tatarica, of deserts and steppes in Central Asia (Bekenov et al. 1998 
